
Greetings, Community!

We have to say that we’re loving how Eleven01 is steadily becoming part of the larger
picture for blockchain in India. Our mission, to put it into words, is to be a conduit
between developers, enterprises, and tech enthusiasts, and blockchain technology; as a
means to materialising /creating immutable, transparent, secure blockchain
applications to cater to real-world use cases, bringing blockchain to the next billion
users.

We are working on upping our game by expanding our networks, building the Eleven01
community, and creating a holistic blockchain protocol that can further our vision. Our
Telegram community is steadily increasing in numbers: from 20K members since our
last newsletter update, our community grew 3x with over 64,000 members. We feel
encouraged and motivated to work toward scaling up India’s native blockchain protocol.

Let us walk you through everything that we accomplished this July to get closer to
accomplishing our goals.

Partnerships

Pipra Solutions’ Realmeds

Adding to our list of super-awesome

partnerships is one with Pipra

Solutions — solution provider working

to enable the larger adoption for

emerging technologies like

Blockchain. Eleven01 and Pipra

Solutions will work together to bring

to life Realmeds — a dApp that will

enable e�cient and seamless

processing in the supply chain for

drugs and pharmaceuticals.

READ MORE

Authorito Capital

Eleven01 signed a Memorandum of

Understanding (MoU) with Authorito

Capital to facilitate growth and

development within the blockchain

sector. Authorito is an early-stage

investment fund for blockchain

projects. As the company has a great

foothold in the Middle East and

Southeast Asia, they help each of their

portfolio companies to explore growth

and partnerships in this geography.

READ MORE

“Dear Eleven01 Community,

We’re working hard at Eleven01 to grow our networks. I believe in the power of

collaboration and that’s what this industry needs; in fact, when bitcoin was successfully

created, it involved the combined efforts of a varied set of talented individuals including

the enigmatic Satoshi Nakamoto. It all began with great and able minds coming

together to build something meaningful and something that affects change. Drawing

from this, I believe that our efforts to join hands with players from different industry

verticals will build India’s native blockchain protocol as one that is robust, diverse, and

provides solutions to several areas.The Eleven01 Developer Team are preparing for

some very exciting hackathons and competitions. We’ll keep you posted on the

Eleven01 o�cial communication channels and perhaps, in the next newsletter. Until

then, stay connected with us. We truly value your encouragement, patience, and overall

support.”

SEE MORE

Eleven01 at Events

India Meet-UDAMLp

The Eleven01 team attended a DAML meet-up organised by Digital Asset at Idea Labs in

Hyderabad. DAML is a programming language that facilitates the creation of smart

contracts for distributed business work�ows. Digital Asset is spearheading the

development of DAML to create business solutions. We believe that this would be a

valuable resource is furthering the Eleven01 Protocol and possibly make way for a

partnership between Digital Asset and Eleven01. Talia Klien, Product Manager at Digital

Asset, and Meetanshru Wadhwa, Technical Sales Engineer, APAC, at Digital Asset, led

the workshop.

DCentrum’s Deep Dive into Distributed Ledgers

Rama Iyer, CTO and President of Eleven01, was a KeyNote Speaker at DCentrum’s Deep

Dive into Distributed Ledgers. He spoke about the scope of Blockchain as an emerging

technology and how Eleven01 is using blockchain to provide solutions in both public

and private workloads.\

DCentrum is a co-learning community that was started by a group of young and

passionate technology enthusiasts in Hyderabad, India. With a strong belief in

democracy and decentralization, this group aspires to build communities on various

decentralization technologies and contribute to the next wave of technology stack after

the Internet.

The CII Event

Rama Iyer was part of a panel discussion titled Trends, Opportunities & Threats in the

Blockchain Industry. He shared his views about relevant industry topics: how the

cryptocurrency space started with bitcoin and evolved to what it is now; blockchain

technology and the usecases that it can cater to; security in blockchains; the best

consensus algorithms for blockchain.

He shared the stage with some prominent industry people: Sainath Gupta, CEO fo

Primetrade AI; Dr Santanu Paul, Managing Director from Talentsprint; Pavan Adipuram,

Founder and CEO of ChitMonks.

The Entrepreneurship World Cup

Rama Iyer was part of the jury of the Entrepreneurship World Cup Hyderabad Regional

Finals on the 18th July, 2019 at 91springboard - Hitech Kondapur.

The Entrepreneurship World Cup (EWC) is an initiative of MiSK (the Prince Mohammed

bin Salman bin Abdulaziz Foundation), in partnership with the Global Entrepreneurship

Network and The Global Education & Leadership Foundation (tGELF). EWC is a global

accelerator that aims to develop over 100,000 startups from over 100 countries by

bringing together the world’s top entrepreneurs, mentors, investors and educational

resources. The National Finals was a culmination of a dedicated search for India's top

entrepreneurs following a series of 7 Regional Finals. The winning teams will get the

chance to represent India at the Global Finals in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on 12th November

2019.
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